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ABSTRACT 
In a recent paper in this journal, we extended PoincarC’s inequalities, which 
compare the number of positive eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix with the number 
for a principal submatrix. In this paper we present a plethora of simple consequences 
of that inertia result. This includes (1) a formula for the kernels of certain matrices, 
(2) applications to quadratic programming, and (3) a new demonstration that certain 
real Hamiltonian matrices associated with the algebraic Riccati equation do not have 
pure imaginary eigenvalues. A formula for the kernels of certain self-adjoint operators 
on infinite-dimensional inner-product spaces is also presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [Z], we extended PoincaG’s inequalities, which compare the number of 
positive eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix H with the number for a principal 
submatrix, to Theorem 1.1 below. In this paper, we will present a plethora of 
corollaries to Theorem 1.1. 
GENERAL HYPOTIIESES. Let H, be an m X 171 principal submatrix of an 
n X n Hermitian matrix M, n = m + r. Let r and r,, v and v,, 6 and 6, he 
the numbers of positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues of H and H,. That is, 
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the inertia of H and N, are In H = (7~, u, 8) and In H, = (rI, vl, 8,). Also, set 
d=Dim[KerHn(KerH, CBO)], OEC’ (1.1) 
an d 
A=S,-d and A” = 6 - d. (1.2) 
TIrEoRE\ 1.1. Given the General Hypotheses, then 
(1.4) 
6,+r-2h>S>S,-r-t2A*. (1.5) 
Theorem 1.1 here was established as Theorem 1.2 in [2]. 
We will now state the first consequence (Theorem 1.2), which specifies 
the kernel of a Hermitian matrix with the special block form 
(1.6) 
when H, and - H, are positive semidefinite Hermitian m X m and r X r 
matrices. 
TIIu)u,u 1.2. L,et H, H,, und II, be the matrices of (1.6). Then 
r=nz-Dim(KerH,nKerA), 
v = r - Dim(Ker Ii, f’KerA*). 
KerII=(KerIIInKerA)@(KerH,nKerA*). (1.7) 
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REMARK. Haynsworth established this result, when H, is a positive 
definite matrix and Ker H, r~ Ker A = 0, as Theorem 4 of [8]. 
In Section 2, we will establish Theorem 1.2, and then use it to show (as 
Corollary 2.1) that a specific type of matrix (which arises in quadratic 
programming) is invertible. In Section 3, we will use Theorem 1.2 to show 
that certain real Hamiltonian matrices, associated with the algebraic Riccati 
equation, do not have pure imaginary eigenvalues. In Section 4, wc will 
generalize Theorem 1.2 to the case when H is a self-adjoint operator on an 
infinite-dimensional space. 
Several other corollaries of Theorem 1.1 will be presented in Section 5. 
Using Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 5.1 and 5.5, we will present, in Section 6, 
some results connected to the “pseudoconvexity” of quadratic forms. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
In this section, we establish Theorem 1.2 and its Corollary 2.1, which 
demonstrates the invertibility of certain matrices. 
Proof. Let In H, =(TT,, v,,6,) and ln H, = (r2, v,,6,). Let A,,d, be 
defined for H, like A,d of (l.l), (1.2); let A,,d, be the analogues for H,. 
Thus 
m=a,+6,=r,+A,+d, and r=u,+A,+d,. (2.1) 
Then Theorem 1.1 states that 
n- > rTT1 + A, and u>v,+A,. 
Also (1.6) implies that 
KerHI(KerH,nKerA)@(KerH,nKerA*) (2.2) 
and hence 
6 a d, + d,. 
We note that these three inequalities sum to 
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using (2.1) also. But r + v + 6 = n = m + r. Therefore the three inequalities 
are all equalities. Therefore 
r = r, + A, = in -d, = m -Dim(KerH, nKerA), 
v = vq + AZ = r - d, = r - Dim(Ker N, n KerA*); 
and 6 = d, + d,. The fact that 6 = d, + d,, together with (2.2), implies (1.7). 
The next result has previously been stated as Corollary 2.2 in 
Ferguson’s paper [5]. 
CoKoLLAHY 2.1. Let S, be un in X m real symmetric negutice 
nite mntrix. Let A be un r X m real mutrir such that 
O=KerS,nKerA and O=KerA’. 
Then the two block matrices 
and S, = 
S, -A’ 
-A 0 
are incertible. 
Proof. Theorem 1.2 (with Ii, = 0) implies that 
KerS,=O@O=O. 
Therefore S, is invertible. We note that 
( _“I ;js:,=s,. 
Therefore S, is also invertible. n 
n 
Dyn and 
semidefi- 
REMARK. These matrices S:, and S, arise in the quadratic programming 
problems presented in Dyn and Ferguson’s paper [5] and in the chapter on 
quadratic programming in [7]. 
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3. A CONNECTION WITH THE ALGEBRAIC RICCATI EQUATION 
This section is largely due to Mr. George Weiss of the Weizmann 
Institute [13]. 
In linear quadratic control theory one studies the algebraic Riccati 
equation. To this equation is associated a real 2n X2n Hamiltonian matrix 
(3.1) 
COROLLARY 3.1. For any block matrix H as in (3.1), 
one has 
KerH = (KerAnKerC*)@(KerB*nKerA*). 
Proof. We note that 
KerH=Ker[(f iZ)H]=Ker(‘z* _TB*), 
The corollary follows by applying Theorem 1.2 to this matrix. n 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let ip be a pure imaginary eigenvalue of a real Hamil- 
tonian matrix H. Then the eigenspace of H associated with ip is 
Ker(H - ip) = [Ker(A - ip)nKer C*] @ [Ker B*nKer(A - ill)*]. 
Proof. We note that 
A - ij_~ - BB* 
H-ipl= 
- cc* -(A - ip)* 
(where Z is the identity matrix). Now Corollary 3.1 establishes Corollary 3.2. 
n 
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Thus a pure imaginary ip is an eigenvalue of I1 if and only if it is also an 
eigenvalue of A and an associated eigcnvector of A (or A* respectively) falls 
in the kernel of C* (or B”). 
RESIAKK. This corollary was established in control-theory language as 
Lemma 3 of [12]. 
4. INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL SPACES 
In this section we generalize Theorem 1.2 to the case when the vector 
space is infinite-dimensional. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a self-adjoint operator on an inner-product space 
V. Let V = W,@Ws be the direct sum of two orthogonal subspaces. L.et 
P, : V -+ W, and P, : V --) W, be orthoprojectors. L_et A, = P,A ( W, and A, = 
P, A 1 W,. It is known that the operator A may be written as a 2 X 2 matrix of 
linear operators 
A= 
where (u, B*w) = (Bc, w) for ~11 u E W,, w E Ws. 
Suppose that A, is a posit&e semidefinite, self-adjoint operator, and 
suppose that A, is a negative semidefinite, self-adjoint operator. Then 
KerA = (KerA, nKer B)@(KerA, nKerB*). 
Proof. Suppose Au = 0 for some vector u E V. Then u = u, + u2, where 
u, E W, and u2 E W,. Let 
w,=A,u,+ B*u,=W,, 
(4.1) 
wZ = Bu, + A,u, E W2. 
Then 0 = Au = Au, + Au, = u;, + wp. Therefore ZL‘~ = 0 arid IG~ = 0. CVc 
observe that 
O= (u,,wI) = (u,,A,u,)+(u,,B*u,), 
0= (w2,up) = (Bu,,u,)+(A,zc,,u,). 
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Therefore (since (u,,B*u,) = (Bu,,u,)) 
(u,>A,u,) = (A,u,,u,). 
But A, is positice semidefinite and A, is negatice semidefinite. Therefore 
(u,,A,u,) =0= (Azu,,u,). 
But for any positive semidefinite operator A, (u, Au) = 0 implies that 
Au = 0. (This is Theorem 4.3 of [6].) Th 1 ef tr ore both A,u, = 0 and A,u, = 0. 
Thus for u = u, + u, E KerA, we SW that u, E KerA, and u; E KerAS. 
We plug this into (4.1) (again using the facts that both W, and c‘p are zero 
vectors): 
0 = w, = A,u, + B*uz = B*u2, 
Therefore uz E Ker B* and U, E Ker B. Thus 
KerAc(KerA,fIKerB)@(KerAznKerB*). 
The inclusion going the other way is straightfonvard. n 
COHOLI,AHY 4.2. Let A be a self-adjoint operator on an inner-product 
space V. Let V be the direct sum V = W+ &, W- of orthogonal sulxpaces. Let 
u < b be two real numbers. Suppose that 
(i) A - bl is positke semidefinite on Wf, and that 
(ii) A - al is negative semidefinite on W-. 
Then A has no eigemzlues between a and 0. 
Proof. Let c be any number a < c < b. Let B = A - cl, where I 
denotes the identity map. Then apply Theorem 4.1. n 
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THEOREM 4.3. L_et A be a self-adjoint operator on an inner-product space 
V. Let V be the direct sum of orthogonal subspaces: 
V=W+@W-$R’. 
Suppose (for two numbers b > a> that 
(i) A - al is negative semidefinite on W-, 
(ii) A - bI is positive definite on W+. 
Then the dimension of the spectral subspace of A for the interval (a, b) is at 
most r. 
Proof when A is a bounded operator. Let P : V + W+ $W- be an 
orthoprojector. Then Corollary 4.2 tells us that the spectral subspace for 
PA 1 W+@W- belonging to (a, b) is 0. Then the interlacing result for 
bounded self-adjoint operators (Theorem 2 of [4]), applied r times, will 
establish this result when A is a bounded operator. 
Proof when A is not bounded. Here we must work harder. 
REMARK. That A cannot have an (r + l)-repeated eigenvalue in the 
interval [a, b] is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 of [2] and Corollary 4.2. 
We shall assume that A has r + 1 eigenvalues in the interval (a, b) and 
use this to construct another operator B which also satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 4.3. But B will have an (r + I)-repeated eigenvalue in the 
interval (a, b). The result will enable us to find a contradiction, which will in 
turn establish Theorem 4.3. 
Suppose that A has r + 1 eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs: 
Ae, = hiei, i=O,1,2 ,..., r, 
where 
and {e,,, . . . , e,] is an orthonormal set. Let E = Span(e,, e ,,.. . , e,}. Then we 
may represent V as the direct sum V = E@ E I of orthogonal subspaces. 
Since A is a self-adjoint operator, it is known that A( E _L ) C E I. 
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Each Z;EV is a unique sum o=G,+u~, where ~;]EE and c,~El. 
Therefore 
Av=Ao,+Av, and Azj,~El. 
Let D, : E + E be the “diagonal” matrix defined by 
Da(ei) =&Kei, i=O,1,2 ,..., r. 
Let D = D,@Z be the extension of D, to all of V. Let 
B= DAD, andhence BlE=A,, and B/EL =AIEL. 
We will show that B - al is negative semidefinite on W- and that B - h,,Z 
is positive definite on W+. 
Now (since Au, E E L ) 
Bu = Bo, + Bu, = h,o, + Au, = Au +(&I - A)o,. 
The vector G 1 may be written as zj, = 1 a,e,. Then 
Bu = Au +X(Ao - A,)a,e,. 
Therefore 
(0, Bz;) = (u,Av)+C(A,, - A,)a,(G,e,), 
and since the eigenvectors of a self-adjoint operator are orthogonal, 
(c,Bv)=(ti,Ac)+C(A,-Ai)af(e,ei). (4.2) 
Since A - aZ is negative semidefinite on W- (and each Ai > A,,), (4.2) 
implies that: 
ORSERVATION 4.4. (w, Bw) < a for a11 w E W- and (w, w) = 1. 
CLAIM 4.5. There is an E > 0 such that 
(u, Bzj) > A, + E forall o E Wf with (c,c) = 1. 
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Proof. Let E = $(b - A,). WC obscrvc, for v E W+, that 
(~,Au)>,b>~+t,.. (4.3) 
We note that 
l= (D,G) > (zil,C,) = CU~(Ci,Pi). 
Therefore, since A, > hi, 
Combining (4.3) and (4.1) yields 
But the left side is (t;, Bc) by (4.2). Thus this claim is established. n 
Let P : V + W+@ W- be an orthoprojector. Let B, = PB ) W+@ W-, and 
hence (u, B,z;) = (u, Bc) for all c E W+@W-. 
CLAIM 4.6. A,, is not un eigencdue of B,. 
Proof. We note that B, - al is negative semidefinite on W- (by 
Observation 4.4) and B, -(A,, + &)I is positive definite on W+ (Claim 4.5). 
Therefore Corollary 4.2 implies that B, (or B, 1 W+@W- ) has no eigcnvalue 
between a and A,, + E ( < 6). This establishes the claim. n 
CLAIM 4.7. A,, is un eigencalue of B,. 
Proof. We note that Bc, = A,,c, for all c, E E. Thus A,, is an eigenvalue 
of B and Dim Ker(B - A,,) > r + 1. We note that 
B, - A,,1 = P(B - A,,l)l W+@W-. 
Therefore, Theorem 2.1 of [2] implies that Dim Ker( B, - A,,) > 1 and hence 
A,, must be an eigenvalue of B,. n 
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The contradiction of Claims 4.6 and 4.7 implies that the assumption that 
A has r + 1 eigenvalues on (u, 17) is false. Thus, A has at most r eigenvalues 
in (a, b). This establishes Theorem 4.3. n 
5. SEVERAL COROLLARIES OF THEOREM 1.1 
In this section we present various corollaries of Theorem 1.1. The general 
hypotheses of Section 1 are assumed throughout this section. 
The first corollary shows that the inequalities of Theorem 1.1 look quite 
different from (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5) when Ker II, n KerA = 0. 
COHOLLAKY 5.1 (Bryan Cain and Jerome Dancis). Let II be a Hermitiun 
n X n matrix with the block form 
H= (5.1) 
where H, is m X m and H, is r X r. Suppose that 
Ker H, n KerA = 0. 
(a> Then 
77+S,<7r,+r, v+6<v,+r, 
und (perhops the least expected): 
(II) If, in uddition, S, = r, then r = z-, + 6,, Y = u, + 6,, and H is un 
inoertible mutrix . 
Proof. The condition Ker H, f~ KerA = 0 is equivalent to d = 0 and 
hence to 8, = A and 6 = A*. Substituting these two equations into Theorem 
1.1 will produce part (a). Part (13) easily follows from part (a). n 
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COROLLARY 5.2. Let 
H’= 
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be any Hermitian matrix. Suppose that 
Dim Ker H[ < Rank A. 
Given an E > 0, there is a unitary matrix U, [(U - I(1 < E, such that for 
H, = U*H;U, H= 
all the conclusions of Corollary 5.1 are valid. 
Proof. Since Dim Ker H[ 6 Rank A, the Dim Ker H[ + Dim Ker A < m. 
Hence, there exists a small change which will push Ker H,’ off Ker A. Then 
Corollary 5.1 will be applicable. W 
CoRoLLAnY 5.3. Let H be the block Hermitian matrix of (5.1). Let 
lnH,=(rTTI,vl,S,) ad InH,=(rr,,v,,6,). Let 
d, = Dim(KerH, nKerA) and d, = Dim(KerH, nKerA*). 
Then 
DinlKerH~d,+d,+~,+v,. (5.2) 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 
I, > v, +(a, - cl,) = m - T, - d,, 
~>,~,+(6,-d,)=r-v,-d,. 
HenceDimKerH=n-rr-v<dd,+d,+~2+v2. n 
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COROLLARY 5.4 (Haynsworth and Ostrowski). Let H be the block Hermi- 
tian matrix of (5.1). Let k = Rank A - Rank H,. Then 
rr>r,+k, v>v,+k, and 6 > Dim Ker H, - Rank A 
Proof. By definition, A>RankA-RankH,=k. Th ere ore f (by Theo- 
rem 1.1) 
r > rr, + A > rr, + k, 
v > vl + A > v, + k. 
Using the elementary theorem on the dimension of the intersection of two 
subspaces (Ker H, and Ker A), we see that 
S>d2DimKerH,+DimKerA-m 
= Dim Ker H, - Rank A. 
REMARK. This corollary was originally established as part of Theorem 5 
of [91. 
COROLLARY 5.5 (Haynsworth and Ostrowski [9, Theorem 31). L_.et N be 
the block Hermitian matrix 
where 0 is an m X m zero matrix. Then 
r,v>RankA and Sam-&u&A. (5.3) 
Furthermore, if H, is a posit&e dejnite r X r matrix, then 
7r = r, v=RankA, and 6=rn-RankA. (5.4) 
Proof. Equation (5.3) is the special case of Corollary 5.4 when H, = 0. 
When H, is positive definite, then r 2 r by Poincare’s inequality. This, 
(5.3), and the equation n = r + v + 6 will establish (5.4). W 
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The next corollary provides inequalities between the ranks of N and H,. 
For comparison, the Poincare inequalities only imply that Rank N > Rank Hi. 
COKOLI.AKY 5.6. L.et H lx the block llermitinn matrix of (5.1). Then 
(a) Rank II >/ Rank H, + 2 Dim(Ker H,8 (Ker A f’ Ker H,)); 
(1)) (IIaynsworth and Ostrowski 19, Theorem 51) 
Rank II>, 2 Rank A - Rank H, ; 
(c) iLf Kcr H, n KerA = 0, then 
Rank H > 2 tn - Rank H, 
Proof. In Theorem 1.1, we showed that 
6<S,+r-2h. 
Substituting S = n - Rank H and 6, = ~1 - Rank H, into this inequality yields 
(since n = m + r) 
Rank H > Rankff, -2A. (5.5) 
Since A = Dim(Ker lI,e KerA n Ker H,), part (a> is established. We 
observe that d < Dim Ker A, so 
A > Rank A - Rank H, (5.6) 
Part (13) is just (5.5) and (5.6) combined. Part (c) is a consequence of the 
result 6 < r - 6, of Corollary 5.1. n 
6. AN APPLICATION TO QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING 
In this section, we establish a simple Corollary 6.2 of Theorem 1.1 which 
adds something to the criteria for “pseudoconvexity” of quadratic functions 
due to Bella Martos, Richard Cottle, and Jacques Ferland. 
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A QUADRATIC PROGRAM. Minimize 
4,(G) = u’s,0 +2WTC 
subject to constraints 
Suppose that 4 is not convex. Also, for 
S = (zk y) [and hence 4(G) = (~‘,o)s( :)I, 
suppose that S has no row of zeros and S is not positive semidefinitc. 
When 4(c) is pseudoconvex, then a nonzero Kuhn-Tucker stationary 
point is a global minimum of 4 on the set {c 1 Ao = 11, tj > 01. 
Therefore, for these pseudoconvex functions, any quadratic programming 
method which calculates a Kuhn-Tucker stationary point produces a global 
optimal solution. 
Professors Martos [ 10, 111 and Cottle and Ferland [l, Theorem 4.11 have 
established (in this context) that this important pseudoconvex property is 
equivalent to the simple matrix statement S < 0 and v(S) = 1. 
THEORE,M 6.1 (Martos; Cottle and Ferland). The function r$ of the above 
quadratic program is pseudoconvex on G 2 0, c + 0 if and only $ 
(i) S < 0 and 
(ii) S has exactly one negatke eigentialue. 
We will show that the condition S < 0, in Theorem 6.1, may often be 
replaced by the conditions that S - I < 0 and the diagonal of S is nonposi- 
tive. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let S be a symmetric matrix. Suppose thut 
(i) S hus no column consisting of only zeros; 
(ii) no column of S is a multiple of another column. 
Then (S < 0 and v(S) = 1) if and only if 
{S - I< 0, v(s) = 1, and (diagonal of S) < 0). 
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REMARK. Corollary 6.2 follows at once from Corollary 6.3. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let S be a real symmetric matrix, and suppose that the 
diagonal of S has only nonpositive numbers. Suppose that 
6) S has no column consisting of only zeros; 
(ii) no column of S is a multiple of another column. 
If S has an ojj-diagonal element which is zero, then S has at least two 
negative eigenvalues .
Proof. Let S = ( - b,,), and suppose that all b,i > 0. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that b,, = 0 = b,,. Let 
s, = 
i 
-b,, 0 
0 I - b,, . 
Case (i): b,, # 0 f b,,. Here the two negative numbers - !)I, and 
- b,, are eigenvalues of S,. Then Poincar&s inequalities or Cauchy’s 
interlacing theorem or Corollary 5.1(a) implies that 
u(S) > u(S,) = 2. 
Case (ii): b,, = 0 f b,.. Here 
The eigenvalues of S, are zero and the negative member - b,,. Thus 
v(S,) = 1 and Ker S, = Span 
Hypothesis (i) says that S has no zero column and hence (l,O, . . . ,OjT @ Ker S. 
Thus 
KerS,nKerS=O 
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Therefore Corollary 5.1(a) is applicable, and hence 
v(S)>v(S,)+DimKerS,=1+1=2. 
Case (iii): b,,=O=b,, and S,= 
may represent S as 
S= 
Hypothesis (ii) implies that Rank A = 2 and hence Ker A = 0. Then Corollary 
5.5 [see 5.31 implies that v(S) > 2. 
Thus Corollary 6.3 is established. n 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let S, be a real symmetric matrix, S, # 0. Suppose that 
the diagonal of S, is nonpositive und suppose that S, is not invertible. Let 
s= s, WT ) 
i 1 w a 
where w is a vector und a is a number. lf w P (Ker S,) I, then S has at least 
two negative eigenvalues. 
REMARK. For 4(v) = c*S,~ +2wv, when S, is not invertible and S, # 0, 
Theorem 6.1 and this corollary imply that 4 being pseudoconvex is a “rare 
and unstable situation.” 
Proof. The hypotheses that S, f 0 and its diagonal is nonpositive imply 
that S, has at least one negative eigenvalue (or > 1). 
The hypothesis is w P (Ker S,) L is equivalent to the existence of a vector 
vg such that 
S1zjg =0 and WU,~ # 0. 
We note that the last coordinate of Sv, is wzja # 0. Hence Su,, + 0. Since 
S,v,, = 0 and Sv,, # 0, the A of Theorem 1.1 is 2 1. Therefore, by Theorem 
1.1, 
v>v,+A>l+l. n 
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COWOLLARY 6.5. Let S be u nonpositive real symmetric n X n matrix with 
the form 
s= 
s, w ( i w7‘ () ’ 
where w c R”-‘. Suppose that S, has exactly one negative eigenvulue A, und 
w is an eigenvector associuted tcith A. Then S ulso has only one negutice 
eigencalue. 
This corollary is similar to Sublemma 1.8 of [3], and is elementary. The 
eigenvector w is the “Perron” eigenvector of S,. 
Other “borderline” results may be obtained in a similar manner. The next 
two corollaries are examples. 
DEFINITION. Two rows of a matrix M = (m,t) are negutice identicul if 
(for some i and j> mik = - mix- for k = I,&. . , ~11 
COROL.LARY 6.6. Let S = (sii) be a real slymmetric n X 11 mutris. Suppose 
that the main diagonal qf S consists of all ones, and that no two rows of S ure 
identical or negative identical. lf S has an off-diagonal element sii, i f j, such 
that (sij\ > 1, then S is not a positive semidefinite matrix. 
REMARK. This corollary is complemented by the diagonal-dominance 
condition and Gerschgorin-disc theory, which imply for such an S, when 
C I”i,jl < ’ for all i = 1,2 ,..., 11, 
j#i 
that S is a positive definite matrix. 
COROL~LARY 6.7. Let S = (sii) be u real symmetric n X n matrix. Let m be 
a positive integer, m < n. Suppdse, for the main diagonal, that 
Sii = 1 -1, i = 1,2 ,...,m, 0, i=m+l,...,n. 
Suppose that no two rows of S ure identical or negative identical. If S has an 
off-diagonal element sij, 1 < i < j < m, such that (sijl > 1, then S bus ut least 
two negative eigenvalnes. 
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